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to breaches of social taboo or moral law. Nothing is more
striking m Homer than the morality of the heroes ; it is
secularized to a degree scarcely to be paralleled in any ancient
culture west of China and even, to a great extent, internalized,
It is based on no penal law or divine sanction, but partly
on nemesis, meaning not what it meant later, but the righteous
indignation of men—sometimes Homer simply says " what
people will say," (j^ins avSpuiv,1—and, partly, simply on
conscience, aidou, the " sense of honour " within him, that
often prevents a Homeric hero from doing even what all
custom and public opinion granted him the right to do.2
As for magic, we shall see that there is hardly a trace
of it in all the length of the Iliad and Odyssey?
Such emancipation, however, is by no means the charac-
teristic of a savage ; and individualism still less.
The charm of Homer arises from two other qualities :
his freshness and his high spirits. The delight with which
he describes in detail any action, from the most exciting
to the most trivial, has been compared to that of a child
describing its first party. How Patroklos killed Pyraiehmes,
how Tolcmachos dressed himself, the beautiful manners of
all his chiefs except the greedy suitors—all receive the same
delighted description. What has the word " Homeric " come
to mean but this uncloycd pleasure ?—delight in the splendour
of gold and silver, in the movements of animals, in the sky
and sea, in food and drink, in the' strength of one's limbs,
and in rest after labour* It is true, there is an undercurrent
of pity and deep melancholy; but of that hereafter.
Something of the same freshness and joy in things appears
also in those epics of other nations that experts have thought
most comparable with Homer. What, then, are the con-
ditions under which so many peoples, kindred but by no
means identical in their heredity,, often, in very different
environments, have produced poetry that has so much in
common ?
In every case this type of poetry depicts an age of wars i
" and with the sword followed the song." But not every
1 Od. xxi, S2S,	'     s Cf, l>. 87,	» Cf, pp. 44f.f 80.

